Lesson 5

**WORDS**

this  Ned  tent  a  pin

his  nest  did  naps  in

Ned’s  sand  sits  and  pen\(^{(15)}\)

the  is  did  had  has

that  in  tent  isn’t  nest

steps  a  sand  that’s  hen\(^{(30)}\)

naps  sits  nest  the  end

did  has  sat  tent  his\(^{(40)}\)
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PHRASES

Ned’s tent   his pet   sat in

Ned naps   hid a net   the end

is a pest   did his test   Ned naps

in the nest   this is   has a test (29)

in his hand   in sand   pet hen

sat in tent   Ned’s pen   in the net (44)
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Story

Ned’s Test and Stan the Pest

This is Ned’s tent.
This is his pet hen. (15)
She sits in a nest.
Ned has a test.
He sat in the tent and (30) did his test.
Then Ned naps.
Pen in hand, he naps in the sand.
Stan (45) is a pest.
He hid Ned’s test in the hen’s nest!
Aha!
Ned hid a (60) net in the sand.
Stan steps in the net!
That’s the end, Stan the Pest! (75)